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(57) ABSTRACT 
Methods and apparatus for allocating and hopping tones for 
uplink communications purposes in adjacent sectors and 
neighboring cells of an OFDM system are described. Physical 
tones used in each sector and cell are allocated to tone hop 
ping sequences according to a tone to tone hopping sequence 
allocation function Which uses both a cell identi?er and sector 
identi?er. Different sectors and cells use different tone to tone 
hopping sequence allocation functions through the use of 
different cell and/or sector identi?ers to minimize the number 
of collisions between hopping sequences of adjacent sectors 
and neighboring cells. Uplink tone hopping sequences, cor 
responding to logical tones are allocated to uplink communi 
cations channels. Uplink communications channels are used 
by Wireless terminals, e.g., mobile nodes, to transmit data to 
base stations. Over time, a Wireless terminal uses the tones 
included in the uplink tone hopping sequences corresponding 
to uplink communications channels it is authorized to use. 
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TONE HOPPING METHODS AND APPARATUS 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 

[0001] The present application claims the bene?t of US. 
Provisional Patent Application Ser. No. 60/717,701, ?led on 
Sep. 16, 2005, titled “TONE HOPPING METHODS AND 
APPARATUS”, Which is hereby expressly incorporated by 
reference. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] The present invention relates to communications 
systems and, more particularly, to methods and apparatus for 
allocating tones, e. g., in a cellular communications netWork. 

BACKGROUND 

[0003] In a cellular Wireless system, a service area is 
divided into a number of coverage Zones generally referred to 
as cells. Each cell may be further subdivided into a number of 
sectors. Wireless terminals in a cell communicate With the 
base station that serves the cell. Wireless terminals may 
include a Wide range of mobile devices including, e.g., cell 
phones and other mobile transmitters such as personal data 
assistants With Wireless modems. 

[0004] A problem With knoWn cellular communications 
systems is that transmission by Wireless devices in one sector 
of a cell may collide With transmissions by Wireless devices in 
an adjacent sector of the same cell or in a neighboring cell. For 
example, orthogonal frequency division multiplexed 
(OFDM) systems take a given bandWidth and splits it into a 
number of evenly spaced tones that can be used to transmit 
data. When transmissions by devices in overlapping sectors 
and/ or cells use the same tone or set of tones, multiple colli 
sions may occur over a period of time due to the operation of 
devices in adjacent sectors and/ or neighboring cells. This 
problem is particularly noticeable Where transmissions are 
periodic or nearly periodic. 

[0005] In periodic or nearly periodic situations, mutual 
interference caused by Wireless terminals in adjacent sectors 
and/or cells may be highly correlated. For example, When a 
tone assigned to a Wireless terminal A corresponding to a ?rst 
sector is the same as a tone of another Wireless terminal B 
corresponding to an adjacent sector, in the next transmission 
period, the tone of Wireless terminal A Will again be the same 
as Wireless terminal B in the case Where the tones are assigned 
using the same function and recur periodically. Correlated 
interference of this type can cause signals transmitted by the 
same tWo Wireless terminals to repeatedly interfere With each 
other over a long period of time. If the tWo interfering Wireless 
terminals are disadvantageously located, eg in a boundary 
region betWeen tWo adjacent sectors, the base station’s receiv 
ers for each sector may not be able to detect the signals 
correctly from the tWo interfering Wireless terminals for a 
long period of time. 

[0006] In order to reduce the risk of correlated or prolonged 
interference it Would be bene?cial if it Was possible to assign 
tones to devices in neighboring sectors and cells in a manner 
that Would minimize the risk of correlated interference. 

[0007] Some approaches use a cell identi?er in controlling 
the hopping sequence used by mobiles. The mobile may 
detect the cell identi?er and then use it in a hopping equation 
to control uplink hopping. By using different cell identi?ers at 
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neighboring base stations, hopping can be controlled using a 
hopping equation based on the cell identi?er. 

[0008] As the demand for cell capacity has increased, sec 
toriZaton of cells has groWn in importance. This has compli 
cated the problem of hoW to implement and control hopping 
in cells to achieve a desirable result, e.g., control the colli 
sions betWeen cells. With the advent of sectors, there has 
developed a need to control hopping not only With respect to 
other cells but With respect to neighboring sectors Within a 
cell. While assigning sectors individual identi?ers Which can 
be used as a single control value in controlling hopping 
sequences as Was done previously With cell identi?ers, given 
the relatively large number of sectors in a system, the length 
of the identi?er Would need to be larger than in the case of 
Where a cell identi?er Was previously used, if the same num 
ber of cells is to be supported in a system. 

[0009] For a variety of reasons, using large sector identi? 
ers can be undesirable. Furthermore, for a variety of reasons, 
it can be desirable to have separate cell and sector identi?ers 
With the cell and sector information. This alloWs for the cell 
and/or sector information to be transmitted differently and/or 
at different rates of frequency. 

[0010] In vieW of the above discussion, it should be appre 
ciated that it Would be desirable if method and apparatus 
could be developed Which Would alloW Wireless terminals to 
control tone hopping based on a combination of a cell iden 
ti?er and a sector identi?er While still achieving both highly 
predictable and desirable collusion properties With respect to 
transmissions by adjoining sectors of the same or neighboring 
base stations. 

[0011] In vieW of the above discussion, it becomes apparent 
that there is a need for minimiZing the potential for collisions 
betWeen transmissions that occur in adjacent cells and neigh 
boring cells of a Wireless communications system Which sup 
ports the use of multi-sector cells. It is desirable that the 
probability that transmissions from any given device in adja 
cent sectors or neighboring cells Will collide repeatedly be 
minimiZed to avoid extended periods Where communication 
signals are blocked for any particular device. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES 

[0012] FIG. 1 illustrates an exemplary multi-sector multi 
cell communication system implemented in accordance With 
the invention. 

[0013] FIG. 2 illustrates an exemplary base station, suitable 
for use in the system of FIG. 1, implemented in accordance 
With the present invention. 

[0014] FIG. 3 illustrates an exemplary Wireless terminal, 
suitable for use in the system of FIG. 1, implemented in 
accordance With the present invention. 

[0015] FIG. 4 illustrates examples of exemplary tones in an 
OFDM system. 

[0016] FIG. 5 illustrate examples of the tone allocations of 
uplink hopping sequences in accordance With the present 
invention. 

[0017] FIG. 6 illustrates the timing relationship betWeen 
super-slots, beacon signals, doWnlink hopping sequences, 
and uplink hopping sequences in accordance With an exem 
plary embodiment of the invention. 
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[0018] FIG. 7 illustrates the relationship betWeen OFDM 
symbol times and dWell index in accordance With an exem 
plary embodiment of the present invention. 

[0019] FIG. 8 is a drawing of an exemplary uplink tone 
hopping module implemented in accordance With the present 
invention and using methods of the present invention. 

[0020] FIG. 9 is a draWing of exemplary uplink timing 
structure in accordance With an exemplary embodiment of the 
present invention. 

[0021] FIGS. 10-15 include draWing of exemplary uplink 
timing structure and determined time dependent K values 
With respect to an exemplary uplink timing structure, the 
value K being used as an input in determining the uplink tone 
hopping in accordance With an exemplary embodiment of the 
present invention. 

SUMMARY OF INVENTION 

[0022] The present invention is directed to communica 
tions methods and apparatus and, more particularly, to meth 
ods and apparatus for allocating and using tones for commu 
nications purposes in a multi-tone multi-sector, multi-cell 
communications system. The system may be, for example, an 
orthogonal frequency division multiplexed (OFDM) system. 
The OFDM system may use the same set of tones in each of 
the sectors or each of the cells of the system simultaneously. 

[0023] In accordance With the present invention, tones are 
allocated in each of the sectors of a cell of a communications 
system, e. g., by the base station included in each cell, to 
uplink tone hopping sequences according to functions 
selected to minimiZe repeated collisions betWeen hopping 
sequences of adjacent sectors and neighboring base stations. 
Wireless terminals Within each sector of each cell implement 
the same tone allocation function as the base station in the 
sector of the cell to determine Which tones to use. Both a cell 
identi?er and a sector identi?er are used in combination to 
determine the tone hopping to be performed. Thus, tone hop 
ping is control by tWo control factors and not simply a cell 
identi?er While achieving desirable collusion properties. In 
various embodiments, the cell and/or sector identi?er to be 
used at a particular time is determined from broadcast signals 
received from the cell/ sector With Which a Wireless terminal is 
trying to communicate. HoWever, the cell/ sector information 
for a give area may be preprogrammed and the hopping tech 
niques of the invention do not require that the cell/ sector 
information be received over an airlink although it is desirable 
in many cases so that Wireless terminals do not have to store 
such information for large geographic areas. 

[0024] In various embodiments, tones are allocated for a 
period of time knoWn as a tone allocation period, also referred 
to as a dWell. Each tone corresponds to a different frequency. 

[0025] The functions used to allocate tones to uplink tone 
hopping functions in accordance With the present invention 
are selected to minimiZe repeated collisions betWeen uplink 
tone hopping sequences in a predictable manner even When 
the tones, e.g., frequencies, used for transmission in neigh 
boring base stations are misaligned. Such frequency mis 
alignment may be due to base station clock errors or other 
frequency discrepancies betWeen base stations. 

[0026] In accordance With one exemplary embodiment of 
the invention, a ?rst base station for a ?rst sector allocates 
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each tone, in a ?rst set of P tones, once during each of a ?rst 
plurality of P sequential tone allocation periods to a different 
one of a ?rst plurality of P tone hopping sequences. The ?rst 
sector tone hopping sequences are used to determine tone 
allocation for use in uplink communication from a Wireless 
terminal to the ?rst base station in the ?rst sector. Allocation 
of tones by the ?rst base station for the ?rst sector is per 
formed according to a ?rst function Which allocates each of 
the P tones used by the ?rst base station to a different one of 
the ?rst set of P tone hoping sequences during each of the 
plurality of P sequential tone allocation periods. Allocation of 
tones according to the ?rst function repeats after P allocation 
periods. 

[0027] The ?rst base station for a second sector allocates 
each tone, in the ?rst set of P tones, once during each of a ?rst 
plurality of P sequential tone allocation periods to a different 
one of a second plurality of P tone hopping sequences. The 
second sector tone hopping sequences are used to determine 
tone allocation for use in uplink communication from a Wire 
less terminal to the ?rst base station in the second sector. 
Allocation of tones by the ?rst base station for the second 
sector is performed according to a second function Which 
allocates each of the P tones used by the ?rst base station to a 
different one of the second sector of P tone hoping sequences 
during each of the plurality of P sequential tone allocation 
periods. Allocation of tones according to the second function 
repeats after P allocation periods. 

[0028] A second base station With a third sector broadcast 
area that overlaps the broadcast area of the ?rst base station 
allocates tones for the third sector in a second set of P tones, 
once during each of the ?rst plurality of P sequential tone 
allocation periods according to a third function. The third 
function allocates, during each tone allocation period, each of 
the P tones in the second set of P tones, to a different one of a 
third plurality of P tone hopping sequences. The third func 
tion is different from said ?rst function and said second func 
tion resulting in different tone to tone sequence allocations in 
the ?rst and second sectors of the ?rst cell and the third sector 
of the second cell. 

[0029] The difference betWeen the ?rst and second func 
tions may be as simple as the use of a different constant value 
by the ?rst base station to distinguish betWeen the ?rst and 
second sectors When implementing the function used to allo 
cate tones to tone hopping sequences. The constant value used 
to implement a base station’s tone allocation function may be 
stored in the base station’s memory as Well as the memory of 
Wireless terminals Within the cell Which includes the base 
station. 

[0030] The difference betWeen the ?rst and third functions 
or second and third functions may be as simple as the use of 
a different constant value by each of the ?rst and second base 
stations When implementing the function used to allocate 
tones to tone hopping sequences. The constant value used to 
implement a base station’s tone allocation function may be 
stored in the base station’s memory as Well as the memory of 
Wireless terminals Within the cell Which includes the base 
station. 

[0031] The tone allocation function used to assign tones to 
tone hopping functions in one exemplary embodiment may be 
expressed as: 
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Which represents a hopping sequence for a logical tone j at a 
time indicated by k. 

Where: 

[0032] s=the cell slope value, and is the same for each of the 
sectors of the cell; adjacent cells should have different values 
for the cell slope value. 

[0033] T=index of the sector. Assume sector type T is in the 
set {0, l, . . . , 5}, {0, l} or {0, l, 2}; adjacent sectors should 
have different values of T. 

[0034] fST=a particular function in a sector With sector 
index T, of a cell With slope value s. 

[0035] j=a logical tone and may be referred to as an index of 
a hopping sequence. 

[0036] k=a measure of tone allocation period, also referred 
to as a dWell index; a dWell represents the interval in time that 
a logical tone j remains on a speci?c physical tone before 
hopping to another physical tone. 

[0037] Using the above function With different constant 
values T in adjacent sectors of a base station, it is possible to 
limit the number of collisions betWeen hopping sequences of 
adjacent sectors in a manner that alloWs the tones of any one 
hopping sequence in the ?rst set of P hopping sequences used 
by a ?rst base station in the ?rst sector to collide With any one 
hopping sequence in a second set of P hopping sequences 
used by a base station in a second, adjacent, sector at most 
once during any P sequential tone allocation periods, Where P 
is a constant value indicating the number of tones allocated 
Within a cell using the above function during a single tone 
allocation period. 

[0038] Using the above function With different constant 
values s in neighboring base stations, it is possible to limit the 
number of collisions betWeen hopping sequences of neigh 
boring base stations in a manner that alloWs the tones of any 
one hopping sequence in the ?rst set of P hopping sequences 
used by a ?rst base station to collide With any one hopping 
sequence in a third set of P hopping sequences used by a 
neighboring base station at most tWice during any P sequen 
tial tone allocation periods, Where P is a constant value indi 
cating the number of tones allocated Within a cell using the 
above function during a single tone allocation period. 

[0039] When the transmitters of the ?rst and second base 
stations are synchronized in terms of frequency, the frequen 
cies of the tones in the ?rst and second sets of P tones Will be 
the same. When synchronized, any one hopping sequence in 
the set of P hopping sequences used by a ?rst base station Will 
collide With any one hopping sequence in a third set of P 
hopping sequences used by the second base station, e.g., a 
neighboring base station, at most tWice during any P sequen 
tial tone allocation periods. 

[0040] The function used to allocate physical tones to a 
tone hopping sequence may be described as a tone to tone 
hopping sequence allocation function. The base stations and 
Wireless terminals of a communications system implemented 
in accordance With the present invention use another function 
to determine Which hopping sequences correspond to an 
uplink communications channel, and thus Which tones corre 
spond to said communications channel, during any given tone 
allocation period. The function used to allocate tone hopping 
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sequences to uplink communications channels may be the 
same as the function used to allocate tones to tone hopping 

sequences. 

[0041] Communications channels may be assigned to one 
or more Wireless terminals for use in uplink communication 
With a base station of the present invention. Accordingly, to 
maintain synchronization, both the base station and Wireless 
terminals in a cell implement the tone to tone hopping 
sequence allocation function and the tone hopping sequence 
to communications channel allocation function for the sector 
and cell of the present invention. Thus, multiple functions 
may be used as part of the process of determining the alloca 
tion of tones to Wireless devices, e.g., mobile nodes and/or 
base stations. 

[0042] In accordance With the invention, the method, func 
tions, and sequences used for uplink (Wireless terminal to 
base station) tone hopping is different from those for doWn 
link (base station to Wireless terminal) tone hopping. 

[0043] In some embodiments of the invention, the uplink 
tone hopping sequence is truncated before full completion, 
i.e., allocation of tones according to the ?rst, second or third 
function repeats over a time interval shorter than P allocation 
periods, and restarted, thus enabling faster synchronization to 
Wireless terminal Which may become active at any random 
time. 

[0044] In some embodiments the uplink hopping sequence 
repeat interval is a multiple of the doWnlink hopping 
sequence interval, and the start time of the uplink hopping 
sequence may be synchronized, i.e., having a ?xed timing 
relationship, With respect to the start time of a doWnlink 
hopping sequence. In some embodiments, the uplink hopping 
sequence may be synchronized With respect to a beacon sig 
nal, and there may be multiple uplink hopping sequences 
betWeen successive beacon signals. 

[0045] In some embodiments, there may be intervals of 
time betWeen successive uplink hopping sequences, Where 
the hopping is suspended, e.g., intervals of no uplink signal 
ing allocation. 

[0046] The functions of the present invention may be 
implemented using hardWare, softWare of a combination of 
hardWare and softWare. Tone allocation charts may be com 
puted once and stored in the base station and/ or mobile nodes 
so that re-computing of the allocation information need not be 
performed on a continuous basis. In such embodiments, allo 
cation of tones and tone sequences is still performed accord 
ing to the functions even though the functions are not per 
formed in real time during the allocation process. 

[0047] Numerous additional features, bene?ts and details 
of the methods and apparatus of the present invention are 
described in the detailed description Which folloWs. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF INVENTION 

[0048] FIG. 1 shoWs an exemplary communication system 
100 implemented in accordance With the present invention 
including multiple cells: cell 1102, cell M 104. Note that 
neighboring cells 102, 104 overlap slightly, as indicated by 
cell boundary region 168, thereby providing the potential for 
signal collisions betWeen signals being transmitted by Wire 
less devices in neighboring cells. Each cell 102, 104 of exem 
plary system 100 includes three sectors. Cells Which have not 
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be subdivided into multiple sectors (N=l), cells With tWo 
sectors (N=2) and cells With more than 3 sectors (N>3) are 
also possible in accordance With the invention. Cell 102 
includes a ?rst sector, sector 1110, a second sector, sector 
2112, and a third sector, sector 3114. Each sector 110, 112, 
114 has tWo sector boundary regions; eachboundary region is 
shared betWeen tWo adjacent sectors. Sector boundary 
regions provide the potential for signal collisions betWeen 
signals being transmitted by Wireless devices in neighboring 
sectors. Line 116 represents a sector boundary region 
betWeen sector 1110 and sector 2112; line 118 represents a 
sector boundary region betWeen sector 2112 and sector 3114; 
line 120 represents a sector boundary region betWeen sector 
3114 and sector 1110. Similarly, cell M 104 includes a ?rst 
sector, sector 1122, a second sector, sector 2124, and a third 
sector, sector 3126. Line 128 represents a sector boundary 
region betWeen sector 1122 and sector 2124; line 130 repre 
sents a sector boundary region betWeen sector 2122 and sec 
tor 3126; line 132 represents a boundary region betWeen 
sector 3126 and sector 1122. Cell 1102 includes a base station 

(BS), base station 1106, and a plurality of end nodes (ENs) in 
each sector 110, 112, 114. Sector 1110 includes EN(1) 136 
and ENQ() 138 coupled to BS 106 via Wireless links 140, 142, 
respectively; sector 2112 includes EN(1') 144 and ENQi') 
146 coupled to BS 106 via Wireless links 148, 150, respec 
tively; sector 3126 includes EN(1") 152 and ENQC') 154 
coupled to BS 106 via Wireless links 156, 158, respectively. 
Similarly, cell M 104 includes base station M 108, and a 
plurality of end nodes (ENs) in each sector 122, 124, 126. 
Sector 1122 includes EN(1) 136' and EN(X) 138' coupled to 
BS M 108 via Wireless links 140', 142', respectively; sector 
2124 includes EN(1') 144' and EN(X') 146' coupled to BS M 
108 via Wireless links 148', 150', respectively; sector 3126 
includes EN(1") 152' and EN(X") 154' coupled to BS 108 via 
Wireless links 156', 158', respectively. System 100 also 
includes a netWork node 160 Which is coupled to BS1106 and 
BS M 108 via netWork links 162, 164, respectively. NetWork 
node 160 is also coupled to other netWork nodes, e.g., other 
base stations, AAA server nodes, intermediate nodes, routers, 
etc. and the Internet via netWork link 166. NetWork links 162, 
164, 166 may be, e.g., ?ber optic cables. Each end node, e.g. 
EN 1136 may be a Wireless terminal including a transmitter as 
Well as a receiver. The Wireless terminals, e.g., EN(1) 136 
may move through system 100 and may communicate via 
Wireless links With the base station in the cell in Which the EN 
is currently located. The Wireless terminals, (WTs), e.g. 
EN(1) 136, may communicate With peer nodes, e.g., other 
WTs in system 100 or outside system 100 via a base station, 
e.g. BS 106, and/or netWork node 160.WTs,e.g.,EN(1)136 
may be mobile communications devices such as cell phones, 
personal data assistants With Wireless modems, etc. Each base 
station performs tone allocation hopping using a different 
method for the uplink channels, e.g., channels carrying trans 
missions from the Wireless terminals to the base stations, in 
accordance With the invention, from the method employed for 
the doWnlink channels, e.g., channels carrying transmissions 
from the base stations to the Wireless terminals. The Wireless 
terminals use the uplink tone allocation hopping method of 
the present invention along With information received from 
the base station, e.g. channel segment assignments, base sta 
tion ID, sector ID information, to determine the tones that 
they can use to transmit data and information at speci?c 
allocated times. The uplink tone hopping sequence construc 
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tion is structured, in accordance With the invention to spread 
the inter-sector and inter-cell interference across all the tones. 

[0049] FIG. 2 illustrates an exemplary base station 200 in 
accordance With the present invention. Exemplary base sta 
tion 200 implements the uplink tone hopping sequences of the 
present invention, With different uplink tone hopping 
sequences generated for each different sector type of the cell. 
The base station 200 may be used as any one of the base 
stations 106, 108 ofthe system 100 ofFIG. 1. The base station 
200 includes a receiver 202, a transmitter 204, a processor, 
e.g., CPU 206, an input/output interface 208, Which are 
coupled together by a bus 209 over Which the various ele 
ments 202, 204, 206, 208, and 210 may interchange data and 
information. 

[0050] SectoriZed antenna 203 coupled to receiver 202 is 
used for receiving data and other signals, e.g., channel 
reports, from Wireless terminals transmissions from each sec 
tor Within the base station’s cell. SectoriZed antenna 205 
coupled to transmitter 204 is used for transmitting data and 
other signals, e.g., control signals, pilot signal, beacon sig 
nals, etc. to Wireless terminals 300 (see FIG. 3) Within each 
sector of the base station’s cell. In various embodiments of the 
invention, base station 200 may employ multiple receivers 
202 and multiple transmitters 204, e.g., an individual receiv 
ers 202 for each sector and an individual transmitter 204 for 
each sector. The processor 206, may be, e.g., a general pur 
pose central processing unit (CPU). Processor 206 controls 
operation of the base station 200 under direction of one or 
more routines 218 stored in memory 210 and implements the 
methods of the present invention. I/O interface 208 provides 
a connection to other netWork nodes, coupling the BS 200 to 
other base stations, access routers, AAA server nodes, etc., 
other netWorks, and the Internet. Memory 210 includes rou 
tines 218 and data/ information 220. 

[0051] Data/information 220 includes data 236, tone hop 
ping sequence information 238 including uplink tone infor 
mation 240 and doWnlink tone information 242, and Wireless 
terminal (WT) data/info 244 including a plurality of WT 
information: WT 1 info 246 and WT N info 260. Each set of 
WT info, e.g., WT 1 info 246 includes data 248, terminal ID 
250, sector ID 252, uplink channel information 254, doWn 
link channel information 256, and mode information 258. 

[0052] Routines 218 include communications routines 222 
and base station control routines 224. Base station control 
routines 224 includes a scheduler module 226 and signaling 
routines 228 including an uplink tone allocation hopping 
routine 230, a doWnlink tone allocation hopping routine 232, 
and a beacon routine 234. 

[0053] Data 236 may include data to be transmitted that 
Will be sent to encoder 214 of transmitter 204 for encoding 
prior to transmission to WTs, and received data from WTs 
that has been processed through decoder 212 of receiver 202 
folloWing reception. Uplink tone hopping information 240 
may include a carrier frequency assigned to the base station 
200, indices for logical tones, the number of tones in the 
uplink hopping sequence, indices and frequencies of physical 
tones in the uplink hopping sequence, dWell interval, e.g. 
duration of time to remain on a physical tone before hopping, 
duration of the uplink hopping sequence before resetting and 
restarting hopping sequence, duration of a super slot, infor 
mation de?ning relationship betWeen beacon signal and super 
slots, and a cell slope value. DoWnlink tone info 242 may 
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include information including a carrier frequency assigned to 
the base station 200, the number and frequency of tones in the 
doWnlink hopping sequence and cell speci?c values such as 
slope. 

[0054] Data 248 may include data that WT1300 has 
received from a peer node, data that WT 1300 desires to be 
transmitted to a peer node, and doWnlink channel quality 
report feedback information. Terminal ID 250 is a base station 
200 assigned ID that identi?es WT 1300. Sector ID includes 
information identifying the sector in Which WT1300 is oper 
ating. Uplink channel information 254 includes information 
identifying channel segments that have been allocated by 
scheduler 226 for WT1300 to use, e.g., uplink traf?c channel 
segments for data, dedicated uplink control channels for 
requests, poWer control, timing control, etc. Each uplink 
channel assigned to WT1300 may include one or more logical 
tones, each logical tone folloWing an uplink hopping 
sequence in accordance With the present invention. DoWnlink 
channel information 256 includes information identifying 
channel segments that have been allocated by scheduler 226 
to carry data and information to WT1300, e.g., doWnlink 
tra?ic channel segments for data. Each doWnlink channel 
assigned to WT1300 may include one or more logical tones, 
each folloWing a doWnlink hopping sequence. Mode infor 
mation 258 includes information identifying the state of 
operation ofWT1300, e.g. sleep, hold, on. 

[0055] Communications routines 222 control the base sta 
tion 200 to perform various communications operations and 
implement various communications protocols. 

[0056] Base station control routines 224 are used to control 
the base station 200 to perform basic base station functional 
tasks, e.g., signal generation and reception, scheduling, and to 
implement the steps of the method of the present invention 
including processing received signals from Wireless termi 
nals using the uplink tone hopping sequences of the present 
invention. 

[0057] Scheduler module 226 allocates doWnlink and 
uplink channel segments to WTs 300. In the doWnlink, each 
of the sectors of the cell may be synchroniZed in terms of the 
doWnlink hopping sequences for each logical tone, and the 
poWer levels applied to corresponding channels segments in 
adjacent sectors can be controlled. The doWnlink hopping 
sequence synchronization, results in the same logic tones in 
adjacent sectors of the same cell having an identical hopping 
pattern; therefore, they may collide With each other at every 
time instance. In the doWnlink, the scheduler 226 attempts to 
maintain acceptable Signal-to-Noise Ratio at the Wireless 
terminals 300 by utiliZing channel quality report feedback 
information. The feedback information, may be, e.g. feed 
back from a WT 300 reporting on the received pilot signals or 
beacon signals transmitted by base station 200. This feedback 
information can provide knoWledge of the channel noise 
curve, including both ambient noise and interference noise, at 
the WT 300, and thus provide scheduler 226 With a determi 
nation of the levels of doWnlink base station transmission 
poWer required to achieve acceptable SNR at the WT 300. 
Then, scheduler 226 can match the WT 300 to an appropriate 
segment With the required base station sector transmission 
poWer level. HoWever, in the uplink, a number of different 
WTs 300 Will be transmitting at different poWer levels, With 
varying levels of interference. In the uplink, it is harder to 
categoriZe and group WTs 300, e.g., mobiles, in terms of 
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boundary/non-boundary criteria. It is impractical for indi 
vidual WTs 300, With limited poWer and air link resources, to 
transmit high poWer signals such as pilot tones on a coordi 
nated and periodic basis, for measurement purposes. In addi 
tion, many doWnlink channels convey large coding blocks, 
Which may employ effective error detection and correction 
techniques to handle transmission errors. In comparison, 
many uplink channels, are dedicated control channels Which 
are small and unsuitable for robust error detection and cor 
rection coding methods employed on the doWnlink. It is unde 
sirable for these small dedicated uplink channels to use up 
capacity or poWer for measurement purposes. These small 
dedicated uplink channels by their siZe, are vulnerable to 
errors, especially from strong and persistent interference. 
Based upon the above discussion, it is evident that the inter 
sector and inter-cell interference in the uplink can not be 
managed by using the doWnlink methods employed of doWn 
link tone hopping synchroniZed betWeen sectors, WT SNR 
determination through quality channel reports, and base sta 
tion transmission poWer matching. Therefore, in the uplink, it 
is desirable to spread the uncontrollable inter-sector and inter 
cell interference across all the tones to have diversity gain. 
The scheduler 226 assigns WTs 300 uplink channel segments 
in Which the logical tones hop betWeen physical tones using 
uplink hopping sequences, With different sequences gener 
ated for adjacent sectors and cells in accordance With the 
uplink hopping sequence formula of the present invention to 
randomiZe interference on the uplink experienced by an indi 
vidual WT 300. 

[0058] Signaling routines 228 controls the operation of 
receiver 202 With its decoder 212 and transmitter 204 With its 
encoder 214. The signaling routines 228 are responsible con 
trolling the generation and detection of transmitted data 236 
and control information. Uplink tone allocation hopping rou 
tine 230 constructs uplink hopping sequences in accordance 
With the present invention using the method of the present 
invention and data/info 220 including uplink tone info 240, 
sector ID 252, and uplink channel info 254. The uplink tone 
hopping sequences Will be different for each sector type in a 
cell and different for adjacent cells. The WTs 300 transmit 
signals in accordance With the uplink hopping sequences; the 
base station 200 uses the same uplink hopping sequences in 
order to process the received data. DoWnlink tone allocation 
hopping routine 232 constructs doWnlink tone hopping 
sequences using information including doWnlink tone infor 
mation 242, and doWnlink channel information 256. The 
doWnlink data tone hopping sequences are synchroniZed 
across the sectors of a cell. Beacon routine 234 controls the 
transmission of a beacon signal, e.g., a signal of relatively 
high poWer signal concentrated on one or a feW tones, that 
may be used for synchronization purposes, e.g., to synchro 
niZe an uplink hopping sequence With respect to a super-slot 
boundary. In some embodiments beacon signals and/or pilot 
tone signals are used to communicate cell identi?cation infor 
mation, e.g., a slope value, and/ or sector identi?cation infor 
mation and/ or sector type identi?cation information; the bea 
con and/or pilot signals are generated and transmitted by the 
base station sector transmitters. 

[0059] FIG. 3 illustrates an exemplary Wireless terminal 
(end node) 300 Which can be used as any one of the Wireless 
terminals (end nodes), e.g., EN(1) 136, of the system 100 
shoWn in FIG. 1. Wireless terminal 300 implements the 
uplink tone hopping sequences, in accordance With the 
present invention. The Wireless terminal 300 includes a 
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receiver 302 including a decoder 312, a transmitter 304 
including an encoder 314, a processor 306, and memory 308 
Which are coupled together by a bus 310 over Which the 
various elements 302, 304, 306, 308 can interchange data and 
information. An antenna 303 used for receiving signals from 
a base station 200 is coupled to receiver 302. In some embodi 
ments beacon signals and/or pilot tone signals are received 
and processed to obtain cell identi?cation information, e.g., a 
slope value, and/or sector identi?cation information and/or 
sector type identi?cation information. An antenna 305 used 
for transmitting signals, e.g., to base station 200 is coupled to 
transmitter 304. 

[0060] The processor 306 controls the operation of the 
Wireless terminal 300 by executing routines 320 and using 
data/ information 322 in memory 308. 

[0061] Data/information 322 includes user data 334, user 
information 336, and tone hopping sequence information 
350. User data 334 may include data, intended for a peer node, 
Which Will be routed to encoder 314 for encoding prior to 
transmission by transmitter 304 to base station 200, and data 
received from the base station 200 Which has been processed 
by the decoder 312 in receiver 302. User information 336 
includes uplink channel information 338, doWnlink channel 
information 340, terminal ID information 342, base station 
ID information 344, sector ID information 346, and mode 
information 348. Uplink channel information 338 includes 
information identifying uplink channels segments that have 
been assigned by base station 200 for Wireless terminal 300 to 
use When transmitting to the base station 200. Uplink chan 
nels may include uplink traf?c channels, dedicated uplink 
control channels, e.g., request channels, poWer control chan 
nels and timing control channels. Each uplink channel 
include one or more logic tones, each logical tone folloWing 
an uplink tone hopping sequence in accordance With the 
present invention. The uplink hopping sequences are different 
betWeen each sector type of a cell and betWeen adjacent cells. 
DoWnlink channel information 340 includes information 
identifying doWnlink channel segments that have been 
assigned by base station 200 to WT 300 for use When BS 200 
is transmitting data/ information to WT 300. DoWnlink chan 
nels may include doWnlink traf?c channels and assignment 
channels, each doWnlink channel including one or more logi 
cal tone, each logical tone folloWing a doWnlink hopping 
sequence, Which is synchroniZed betWeen each sector of the 
cell. 

[0062] User info 336 also includes terminal ID information 
342 Which is a base station 200 assigned identi?cation, base 
station ID information 344 Which identi?es the speci?c base 
station 200 that WT has established communications With, 
and sector ID info 346 Which identi?es the speci?c sector of 
the cell Where WT 300 is presently located. Base station ID 
344 provides a cell slope value and sector ID info 346 pro 
vides a sector index type; the cell slope value and sector index 
type may be used to derive the uplink tone hopping sequences 
in accordance With the invention. Mode information 348 also 
included in user info 336 identi?es Whether the WT 300 is in 
sleep mode, hold mode, or on mode. 

[0063] Tone hopping signaling information 350 includes 
uplink tone information 352 and doWnlink tone information 
354. Uplink tone hopping information 352 may include a 
carrier frequencies assigned to base stations 200, indices for 
logical tones, the number of tones in the uplink hopping 
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sequence, indices and frequencies of physical tones in the 
uplink hopping sequence, dWell interval, e.g., duration of 
time remain to on a physical tone before hopping, duration of 
the uplink hopping sequence before resetting and restarting 
the hopping sequence, duration of a super slot, information 
de?ning the relationship betWeen beacon signals and super 
slots, and cell slope values corresponding to each base station. 
DoWnlink tone info 354 may include information including a 
carrier frequencies assigned to base stations 200, the number 
and frequency of tones in the doWnlink hopping sequence and 
cell speci?c values such as slope. 

[0064] Routines 320 include communications routines 324 
and Wireless terminal control routines 326. Communications 
routines 324 control the various communications protocols 
used by WT 300. Wireless terminal control routines 326 
controls basic Wireless terminal 300 functionality including 
the control of the receiver 302 and transmitter 304. Wireless 
terminal control routines 326 also includes the signaling rou 
tines 328 including a doWnlink tone allocation hopping rou 
tine 332 and an uplink tone allocation hopping routine 330. 
DoWnlink tone allocation hopping routine 330 uses user data/ 
info 322 including doWnlink channel information 340, base 
station ID info 344, e.g., slope, and doWnlink tone informa 
tion 354 in order to generate the doWnlink tone hopping 
sequences and process received data transmitted from base 
station 200. Uplink tone allocation hopping routine 330 uses 
data/information 332 including uplink channel information 
338, base station ID information 344, sector ID information 
346, and uplink tone information 352 to generate uplink tone 
hopping sequences in accordance With the present invention. 
Uplink tone allocation hopping routine 330, When executed 
by processor 306, is used to determine When and on Which 
tones the Wireless terminal 300 is to transmit one or more 
signals to the base station 200 With Which the Wireless termi 
nal 300 is registered. The uplink tone allocation hopping 
routine 330 uses a hopping function, implemented in accor 
dance With the present invention, along With information 
received from the base station 200, to determine the tones in 
Which it should transmit. 

[0065] FIG. 4 illustrates the OFDM spread spectrum air 
interface technology of the present invention, implemented 
for each sector ofeach ofthe cells (102,104) ofFIG. 1. In FIG. 
4, horizontal axis 451 represents frequency. The total amount 
of available bandWidth for a particular carrier frequency 453, 
e.g., for uplink signaling, is divided into a number, P, of 
equally spaced tones. In some embodiments, there are 113 
equally spaced tones. These tones are indexed from 0 to P-l. 
Exemplary tones: tone 0455, tone 1457, tone 2459 and tone 
P-1461 are illustrated in FIG. 4. The bandWidth is used simul 
taneously each of the sectors 110, 112, 114, 122, 124, 126 
comprising the tWo cells 102, 104. In each sector of each cell, 
the tones, 0 through P-1, are allocated betWeen the Wireless 
terminals 300 in each sector of each cell respectively, for use 
in transmitting uplink signals. Since the same bandWidth is 
used in each sector of both the cells 102, 104, the signals 
transmitted by WT 300 on the frequency tones at the same 
time may interfere With each other, e.g., in the overlapping 
coverage areas, eg sector boundary areas 116, 118,120, 128, 
130, 132, and cell boundary areas 168. 

[0066] In accordance With the invention, the tones of the 
OFDM spread spectrum system used by a particular Wireless 
terminal 300 during uplink in a sector of the cell achieve 
frequency diversity and average interference betWeen adja 
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cent sectors and neighboring cells by hopping over the avail 
able frequency bandwidth. The available tones in each sector 
110, 112, 114 of cell 102 that are allocated to a Wireless 
terminal 300 change, i.e., hop, according to uplink tone hop 
ping sequences that are unique for each sector type in accor 
dance With the present invention. Moreover, in adjacent cells, 
e.g. cell 104, the tones allocated to Wireless terminals 300 hop 
according to different uplink tone hopping sequences in 
accordance With the present invention. This avoids the prob 
lem of prolonged periods of interference that might result if 
devices in neighboring sector and/or cells used identical tone 
hopping sequences. 

[0067] The uplink tone hopping sequence of the present 
invention is formulated as: 

Which represents a hopping sequence for a logical tone j at a 
time indicated by k. 

Where: 

[0068] s=the cell slope value, and is the same for each of the 
sectors of the cell; adjacent cells should have different values 
for the cell slope value. 

[0069] T=sector type value. Assume sector type T is in the 
set {0, l, 2}; adjacent sectors should have different values of 
T. In some embodiments, e.g., With more than 3 sectors per 
cell, T=mod(sector ID, 3). In some such embodiments, sector 
ID is an index value of the sector With the value being Within 
the range 0, . . . , 5 and With each sector of the same cell having 

a different sector ID value. 

[0070] fST=a particular function in a sector With sector type 
T, of a cell With slope value s. 

[0071] j=a logical tone and may be referred to as an index of 
a hopping sequence. 

[0072] k=a measure of time referred to as a dWell index; a 
dWell represents the interval in time that a logical tone j 
remains on a speci?c physical tone before hopping to another 
physical tone. 

Operations in the right side of the above equation are de?ned 
in a modular sense, GF (N), 

[0073] Where modQi/Y, N)=Z, forY not equal to 0 

[0074] Z e[0, 1, . ..N-1] 

Mod(Y*Z,N)=X 

[0075] and mod(X/Y, N) is de?ned equal to 0, for Y=0. 

[0076] Note: GF is an abbreviation for Galois Field. 

[0077] Examples of the tone allocations of uplink hopping 
sequences in accordance With the equation of the present 
invention are provided in matrix 400 of FIG. 5. For the 
examples of FIG. 5, let N=5, Where N represents the number 
of tones, and N is the modular operator such that outputs from 
each modular operation are in the range of [0, l, . . . N-l]. 
Consider s=2, Where s=cell slope value. Consider T=l, Where 
T=sector type index. Let F(j,k) be the frequency tone index of 
the jth hopping sequence at time k. j=0, l, . . . , N-l. The 

periodicity of the hopping sequences is N, Thus k=0, 1, . . . , 
N-l. 
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[0078] Matrix 400 of FIG. 5 is described beloW. 

First roW 402 provides the (j=0) hopping sequence for logical 
tone 0. 

Second roW 404 provides the (j=l) hopping sequence for 
logical tone 1. 

Third roW 406 provides the (j=2) hopping sequence for logi 
cal tone 2. 

Fourth roW 408 provides the (j=3) hopping sequence for 
logical tone 3. 

Fifth roW 410 provides the (J =4) hopping sequence for logical 
tone 4. 

First column 412 provides each of the ?ve hopping sequence 
values at time k=0. 

Second column 414 provides each of the ?ve hopping 
sequence value at time k=l. 

Third column 41 6 provides each of the ?ve hopping sequence 
value at time k=2. 

Fourth column 418 provides each of the ?ve hopping 
sequence value at time k=3. 

Fifth column 420 provides each of the ?ve hopping sequence 
value at time k=4. 

[0079] The ?rst roW 402 of uplink hopping sequence matrix 
400 shall be described in detail for purposes of illustration. 
Considering the ?rst roW 402, logical tone 0 (j=0) occupies 
physical tone 0 during the ?rst interval of time, k=0 (column 
412). Then logical tone 0 (j=0) hops to physical tone 1, Which 
it occupies for the second interval of time, k=l (column 414). 
Next, logical tone 0 (j=0) hops to physical tone 2, Which it 
occupies for the third interval of time k=2 (column 416). 
Then, logical tone 0 (j=0) hops to physical tone 1, Which it 
occupies for the fourth interval of time k=3 (column 418). 
Next, logical tone 0 (j=0) hops to physical tone 0, Which it 
occupies for the ?fth interval of time k=4 (column 420). The 
second roW 404 through the ?fth roW 410 may be interpreted 
in a similar manner to the description provided for ?rst roW 
402, and thus shall not be described further. An uplink chan 
nel may include one or more logical tones, eg an exemplary 
uplink channel may include second roW 404 j=l (logical tone 
1) and fourth roW 408 j=3 (logical tone 3). 

[0080] In order to demonstrate the computation of the val 
ues of the uplink tone hopping matrix of FIG. 5, consider the 
element in the third roW 406 (j=2) and the ?fth column 420 
(k=4). F(2,4)=s/[(l/j)+T*k+k*k]=2/[(%)+l*4+4*4], Where 
the operations are in modular 

[0081] GF(N) With N=5 

[0082] mod((l/z), 5)=3 since mod(2*3, 5)=l, 

[0083] mod(l*4, 5)=mod(4, 5)=4, 

[0084] mod(4*4, 5)=mod(16, 5)=1, 

[0085] mod(3+4+l, 5)=mod(8, 5)=3, 

[0086] F(2,4)=II1Od(2/3, 5)=mod(2*1/3, 5) 

Where mod(l/s, 5)=2, since mod(3*2, 5)=l 

[0087] F(2,4)=mod(2*2, 5)=mod(4, 5)=4 
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In some embodiments of the invention, the uplink hopping 
sequences implemented in an exemplary system de?ned by 
equation: 

?T(/'1k)=S/((1/]')+T*k+k2), 
Where operations in the above equation are in (H3013), 

and k may be further de?ned by the equation: 

k=(Lmod4)><l5+[(l—9)/7] 

Where: 

[0088] s=the cell slope value, and is the same for each of the 
sectors of the cell; adjacent cells should have different values 
for the cell slope value. 

[0089] T=sector type the sector. Assume sector type T is in 
the set {0, 1, . . . , 3}; adjacent sectors should have different 
values of T. 

[0090] fST=a particular function in a sector With sector 
index T, of a cell With slope value s. 

[0091] j=a logical tone and may be referred to as an index of 
a hopping sequence. 

[0092] k=the dWell index in 4 superslots: if t is the symbol 
index inside a superslot, t=9 . . . 113. 

[0093] L=the superslot index relative to the beacon signal 
of the cell, and L ranges from 0 . . . 7. 

[0094] Superslot=the interval of repetition of a doWnlink 
hopping sequence including 114 OFDM symbol times, With 
symbol indexes ranging from 0 . . . 113. 

[0095] [(t—9)/ 7] is a ?oor function fFL, such that if the input 
is de?ned=(t—9)/7, the output of the ?oor function Will be the 
largest integer smaller than or equal to the input number. For 
example for t=9 . . . 15, fFL=0; for t= 1 6 . . .22, fFL=1; for t=23 

. . .29, fFL=2. 

[0096] In the above embodiment, the number of tones is 
113, and the uplink tone hopping sequences repeat every 60 
tone allocation periods. The tone hopping sequences Would 
have repeat every 113 tone allocation periods, but are trun 
cated. The length of the tone hopping sequence period is equal 
to 4 superslots. In each superslot, there are 15 tone allocation 
periods, and in additional 9 symbol periods in Which the tone 
allocation operation is suspended. 

[0097] The hopping sequences constructed, in accordance 
With the present invention as described above, have the fol 
loWing properties: 
[0098] In every four super-slots, for any tWo logical tones, 
toneiA and toneJ-B, in sector A and B, respectively, Where 
sectors A and B have different sector type values, their 
mapped physical tones structured in dWells, overlap: 

[0099] (1) at most once ifA,B are in the same cell. 

[0100] (2) at most tWice ifA,B are in different cells. 

[0101] FIG. 6 illustrates via draWings 500 the timing rela 
tionship betWeen superslots, beacon signals, doWnlink hop 
ping sequences, and uplink hopping sequences for an exem 
plary embodiment of the invention as described above. 
Horizontal axis 501 represents the time domain. TWo exem 
plary beacon signals 522, 526 are shoWn separated by a bea 
con signal repeat interval of time 524. Beacon 522 can be 
considered as part of a ?rst beacon slot While beacon 526 can 
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be considered part of a second beacon slot. The beacon signal 
repeat interval of time 524 may be subdivided into eight 
superslots: super-slot With index L=0502, super-slot With 
index L=1504, super-slot With index L=2506, super-slot With 
index L=3508, super-slot With index L=4510, super-slot With 
index L=5512, super-slot With index L=6514, super-slot With 
index L=751 6. Each doWnlink hopping sequence repeat inter 
val 518 matches one super-slot, While each uplink hopping 
sequence repeat interval 520 repeats after 4 super-slots. In 
some embodiments, there is an offset, e.g., a ?xed predeter 
mined timing offset from the base station perspective, 
betWeen the uplink and doWnlink timing structure. 

[0102] FIG. 7 illustrates the relationship betWeen OFDM 
symbol times in super-slots and dWell index in an exemplary 
embodiment of the invention as described above. DraWing 
602 corresponds to a ?rst superslot (L=0) 502 of FIG. 5 
relative to the beacon slot 524. RoW 604 lists the OFDM 
symbol time index, ranging from 0 . . . 113, during each 
subdivided portion of the super slot 502. The second roW 606 
lists the calculated value for k, the dWell index in each sub 
divided portion of the ?rst superslot 502. By comparing roWs 
604 and 606, it may be observed that the uplink hopping 
sequence does not apply to the ?rst 9 symbols times (t=0, . . . 

, 8) of the superslot. The remaining symbol times (t=9, . . . , 
113) of the superslot are subdivided into dWells, each dWell 
having a duration of 7 symbol times, and each dWell repre 
senting the interval of time that physical tones remain 
assigned to logical tones before being hopped via the uplink 
hopping functions. Similarly, draWing 608 corresponds to a 
fourth superslot (L=3) 508. RoW 610 lists the OFDM symbol 
time index, ranging from 0 . . . 113, during each subdivided 
portion of the super slot 508. The second roW 612 lists the 
calculated value for k, the dWell index in each subdivided 
portion of the fourth superslot 508. 

[0103] Various embodiments of the invention may use dif 
ferent numbers of tones, different numbers of super-slots 
betWeen beacon signals, different dWell intervals, different 
number of symbol transmissions prior to the start of the ?rst 
dWell in each superslot, and may select a different point to 
terminate and restart the uplink hopping sequence than those 
described above. In addition, other embodiments of the inven 
tion, may not use a beacon signal, and may rely on other 
methods for synchronization, e.g. pilot signals. In some 
embodiments the doWnlink and uplink hopping sequences 
shall not be synchronized. 

[0104] The functions of the present invention may be 
implemented using hardWare, softWare of a combination of 
hardWare and softWare. Tone allocation charts may be com 
puted once and stored in the base station 200 and/or Wireless 
terminals 300 so that re-computing of the allocation informa 
tion need not be performed on a continuous basis. In such 
embodiments, allocation of tones and tone sequences is still 
performed according to the functions even though the func 
tions are not performed in real time during the allocation 
process. 

[0105] FIG. 8 is a draWing of an exemplary uplink tone 
hopping module 800 implemented in accordance With the 
present invention and using methods of the present invention. 
A base station is a network access point for a Wireless termi 
nal to obtain netWork connectivity through the air interface. A 
base station includes one or multiple Base Station Sectors 
(BSSs). A BSS is a part of a base station. An omni BSS 
















